
I don't think you want to hear from me... I am the scum of the Earth.
It's got to be the fact that is true! Why do I have such a attitude of
discouragement? Because I've been calling that I need a guardian
angel to fix something very serious in my life. Nobody is helping
nobody absolutely nobody! ( Don't Be Shocked To Not Respond 💩 -
Be Mind Blown 🤯 For A Change ) 
1 message

James Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> Thu, Dec 17, 2020 at 8:45 AM
To: knockknockangels@gmail.com
Cc: Doctor Veronica Kelley - Director San Bernardino County Department of Behavioral Health
<vkelley@dbh.sbcounty.gov>, Mama - Fire Dancer <firedancer42@hotmail.com>

Everything here is very serious this is as serious as a heart attack. 

I have a way with words and I do not change the way I express myself to try to impact or alter
or get in or to manipulate anything or anyone. 

A person who cannot just receive me the way I am, if you cannot handle these words.  

I say I don't care who you are, 

Fuck You!

Crazy World Future Words

Now on standards.

Did you know that on LinkedIn there are actual company names that have profiles on that
social networking site for professionals with the word "fuck" in them?  

Answer:  

Yes.  
Yes of course.  
No I did not Know.
No, that can't be true.
No, that must be illegal.

That is a question that appears in this text. 
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A question that appears in a received person's email text deserves desires and perhaps
requires the reader to respond with an appropriate answer.  

That would be respectful and considerate. 

But that's not what we have in today's world. 

In today's world, we choose to completely ignore somebody to an oblivion.

We just carry on as a memetic presence from person to person of maladjusted culture, as a
corrupt ( or corrosive ) element that we don't oblige or consider or care about in all of our
insanity.

This is affecting us more badly than you actually realize in all of this nation down to all of this
creative destruction of our community #SocialTrust locally.

Good Friends / True Friends Why Do You Humans Lie So Much?

But carry on you haven't actually responded yet but carry on you probably will stop reading but
carry on like it is not important that you received this message from a person that is
homeless on the streets of Fontana and Rialto in the Inland Empire. 

To answer the question above, 

Yes, of course. 
.
Such examples include [ but not limited to ], "Fuck Cancer" at [ 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fuck-cancer/about/ ], "Fuck Yeah Astrophysics" at: 
[ https://www.linkedin.com/company/fuck-yeah-astrophysics-/about/ ], "Fuck Rasism" 
at: [ https://www.linkedin.com/company/fuck-rasism/about/ ],and "Fucked Up Design" 
at [ https://www.linkedin.com/company/fucked-up-design/about/ ].

Furthermore, each of these cited examples of companies above each having similarly 
existing web presence internet domains accessible matching their namesake, [ but of 
course ]. 

Such as "http://FuckCancer.org" and "http://FuckYeahAstrophysics.com, a non-profit 
example, and a .com example. 

But just... 

Carry on like it does not matter and carry on like an asshole. 

Carry on like there is no tomorrow and carry on because there might not be a tomorrow after
all. 

Sure they'll be a tomorrow for you but there might not be a tomorrow for me.
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When this message comes through into your view, I'm going to be probably honest honest
honest most disheveled. 

I've been back in my hometown of San Bernardino since July of 2017. 

I've been living with my mother in the house that I grew up in since I was age 5. 

I am now at age 55 and still there is not a single person that can claim that they know best...

I know I am a piece of crap a piece of shit the ugliest ugliest of things to encounter. 

I am a piece of junk that is just very much needed to be guided to be started dishonestly on a
course great intentions support services fake of a real social service interface that provide
supportive care or function. 

All provable fact.

Reaching-Out
Gmail : Written Text (pdf)

Gmail : Spoken Voice(ogg)

Surviving-and-Thriving-as-a-Targeted-Individual(cover).jpg

stop_gang_stalking_postcard

Offers is only by nothing real and put me into perpetual crisis on to the pathway that place is
me into the trash. 

That trash pile is where I am as I stand here writing words that have no power unless a
person has love instead of hate in their life already.  I cannot break the hate that is
outrageously conducted against our communities, all by myself as nobody stands up and
says something to support me in my need officially reorder some of the government things in
my way.

The police are in my way.  That would be locally here in San Bernardino and I have a stupid
shitty thing in the City of Azusa Police Department.  

The county District Attorney's office is in my way. 

The Sheriff's office acting badly as well or in my way. 

and of course the County Department of Behavioral Health is the source that is blocking every
single stage of this matter of endeavour -- unconscionable.
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No one standing up to just give me a high-five as I passed them by. 

That is the way it is. 

That my mother wouldn't do that no it's not my mother know my mother wouldn't do that. But
she has no incentive to help me return to my independence of living. 

You see something has happened to me and I am basically public enemy #1. 

If you are familiar with that particular term it happens to be a music band. 

But that's not what I'm talking about:

What I am actually referring to is that that high all mighty mighty mighty mighty class status
yes it is me the one and the only

I am the government's target..

Public Enemy Number One!

It is not an honorable award but it sure is nice to know that the government and the county
officials and everybody around including the police cannot and will not help me help me
kindly.

Help me kindly to get out of the targeted class and back into having my life back. I have not
had my life back truly as an independent citizen for 15 years.

At this point your mind should have been blown if it is or is not a guarantee you, it will be
blown or blown again. 

I just have to rest a bit I just have to rest a bit I just have to rest of it before I get into the sad
sad part of the story.

Why I need a guardian angel I need a guardian angel please please please please please
please be my guardian angel. 

And if you can't really help me, then I don't give a flying fuck about you. 

You are destined this Society is destined to kill me. And that is an absolute truth.

To be completely honest there is a thing about me that most don't really want to know they
really don't want to know this do they they really don't want to know this. 

For when they know this that go the wrong way they go in to attitude based on misguided
belief and if they had the powers to perform this action...

Which some of you all in the social services and the government controls of these things of
course do, 
.



I can't speak for the Angels involved here. I think perhaps you're hate angels. And it will be
proven one way or another.

For what someone understands, the dimension of who I am, and what I believe. 

And what I do. It is so so off-limits to your structure... 

You draw upon your hate structured perplexing disorder for it is pin pointed hate source for
sure. That painfully needle stick that places me the most beckoning of calls,

Mercy mercy mercy, stop the hate already. 

Bearing of force upon my life to a complete annihilation. 

A complete destruction!!

A complete nullification!!!

Of my life based upon this pack of wolves gangstalking phenomenon that has been placed
upon and against me, a wall so high so mighty high as as a measure of cruel and unusual
punishment which is forbidden by the 8th Admendment. 

That you all partake or know about and simply condone by not speaking out about or enable
by turning the other way, not seeing the lives and the destruction in the suffrage to say
nothing. 

Accept the LIE that's not a true existence of reality everything is perfectly fine and dandy

When

You know what it does to the collapse of people's lives, deemed to have no value of
contributing presence, no matter what age they are. These real human lives are simply
dismantled in front of you and their human life is gone. Simply extinguished. 

And you just carry on like there's no tomorrow better than yesterday and you accept that there
is no tomorrow better than yesterday. Because that is the truth of the way this is playing itself
out - for it is the devil's handiwork.

This is not God's word. 
This is not God's truth. 

This is not a fact a factors that you have simply designed because you thought it was wise.
Designed in a technology adaptive process that you see above all of us normal folk and
manipulate every single circumstance  of our society . 

For you to judge me in any way, you being you all plural ( collective power of intelligence ),
because simply you exist  and I must concede to that existence for sure 

You are wrong so wrong so wrong.



And there is nobody to stop you. Nobody standing up the place themselves in the view of the
line of time do maybe a self sacrifice to stop you.

A self-sacrifice is exactly what I am doing. And I may just indeed go into dust all infinite time
oblivion, because this email and the message

Was lost to a human conscience. 

There are no angels, no guardian angels, no out of the Earth and into space angels.

Knock knock,

No answer. No answer. No answer! No answer?

This is not a knock knock joke. But it might as well be. 

Knock knock on to the sky for onto a cloudless clear sky, the clear blue sky has to rain.

For we must make clear skies rain. 

That from what are white clouds sharing in terms crossing social media/dating app media
tools. 

Those white clouds are the latest terms... And I just happened to blow great of those white
clouds too. 

Such as it is, that activity, that I hold among social peering eyes, groups that I know happened
to be treated exactly the same as I. 

Thrown into the streets with no options of home to consider to grow. 

I said the scum of the Earth above, thrown out the door for no good we are shown it's the way
this whole scheme is set up for 30 years ago I say.

Fuck our rights, so part of the scum that we don't deserve these rights we are not human
apparently. 

But in reality,  your very own playing with fire and lightning. just magical tricks to the fool not
listening truth seekers. 

A Wild View of Substance Drug Addictions

Everything You’ve Heard About Crack and Meth Are Wrong !

Psychology Today:  Normalizing Drug Use
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But we were born with certain inalienable rights correct?

As Thomas Jefferson declared to our country in the most dangerous of times before we were
even a country formed. 

All men are created equal and in order to form a more perfect union. 

We individual persons have the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. 

But that is not true is it?

For I am a part of what this Society is trying to get rid of and toss away. 

Into the gutter of the muck of all yucky yuck. 

And there's nothing that we as individuals can do be better than that was we are judged to be.

Judged by hate collectives of men not God. 

These men unable to get  themselves into the view of being Gruw Up over grown up and have
not a clue to the destruction that they have made in the wake that they do, to an untouchable
status that protects them to not take the responsibility of its accountability of harm and
impending doom! 

#Reckoning 

#BlackLivesMatter
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